Lindsay Cesari, Library Media 
Elements Presearch and Research
Days 1 & 2

STANDARDS ADDRESSED:
AASL Learning Standards: 2.2.1 Demonstrate flexibility in the use of resources by adapting information strategies to each specific resource and by seeking additional resources when clear conclusions cannot be drawn; 2.4.4 Develop directions for future investigations ISTE Standards: 3.A. Plan strategies to guide inquiry; 3.B.Locate, organize, analyze, evaluate, synthesize, and ethically use information form a variety of sources and media; 3.C. Evaluate and select information sources and digital tools based on the appropriateness to specific tasks; 4.B. Plan and manage activities to develop a solution or complete a project

Day 1
GENERAL GOALS:
Students will understand the concept of presearch and know WHY we presearch. Students will select an element and then begin work on completing a graphic organizer. 

REQUIRED MATERIALS:
Research Journal, assorted elements resources 

ANTICIPATORY SET: Think, pair, share: Come up with a definition of “Presearch” and figure out why it’s important. Then turn to your neighbor and share your conclusions. Ask 2 groups to report back.

STEP BY STEP PROCEDURE w/ INDEPENDENT PRACTICE:
* ASK: What is presearch?
	* Research you do BEFORE you actually start research
* ASK: Why do we do presearch?
	1)  Want to make sure you pick a topic that lights your fire
	2)  Want to make sure there are adequate resources for your topic
	3)  Big topics, need to get background knowledge 
* ASK: What type of resources do you think we’d use to presearch?
	* Use a subject specific encyclopedia – special book that JUST talks about elements
	* Textbook or notes
	* Wikipedia
	* Websites selected by me
* Presearch today about elements
	* As you’re presearch, keep a research journal -- review
	* By the time the bell rings, you need to have picked an element
	* Must tell Mr. Donahue or Mrs. Cesari what element you picked
	* Don’t need to rush – make sure you find something that ROCKS YOUR WORLD
		* 10 minutes minimum of presearching
* When you’ve picked an element, and we’ve signed off, we’ll give you a graphic organizer to help gather notes. Graphic organizer must be done by Monday, December 1st. 

CLOSURE: Poll the students. On a scale from 1-5, using your fingers, show me how valuable you found presearch. Show me a 1 if you thought it was useless, show me a 5 if you thought it was the most important thing you’ve ever done. Ask a couple students to explain. 

ASSESSMENT: Research Journal

Day 2
GENERAL GOALS:
Students will complete graphic organizer using resources they previewed yesterday.  

REQUIRED MATERIALS:
Graphic organizer, assorted resources 

ANTICIPATORY SET: Think, pair, share: Of the resources you previewed yesterday, which do you think will be most useful today? Decide for yourself, then share with a neighbor. Be ready to report out. 

STEP BY STEP PROCEDURE w/ INDEPENDENT PRACTICE:
* ASK: What resource will be your best bet today?
* Research your element today
	* Complete graphic organizer
	* Some portions require hard, cold facts – others require creative thinking	 

CLOSURE: Ask which resource was most helpful today and why. Then poll the students: using your fingers, show me how many boxes you have empty on your graphic organizer. 

ASSESSMENT: Graphic Organizer


